**1 BENCH PAD DETAIL**
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- 4" concrete pad over 6" 22A compacted gravel reinforced with 8x8: w2.0xw2.9 W.W.F. poured concrete to be Class C Air - entrained not less than 3% or more that 6%.
- Finish concrete must test a minimum of 4,000 psi compressive strength at 28 days to be accepted.

**2 BENCH CROSS SECTION DETAIL**
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Note: Concrete pads shall be divided into unit areas of not more than 50 square feet and not less than 10 square feet, with control plane joint provide 100' max. expansion joint spacing. Where curb does not edge walk, drain away from building. Edge pad with 1" radius and broom finish surface.

Notice: Concrete delivery trucks are to remain on paved streets or parking lots. Alternate delivery routes shall be reviewed and approved by the CMU project manager. Delivery trucks shall not cross lawn areas or sidewalks without prior approval by the CMU project manager or the director of plant engineering and planning.